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“Manchurian Candidate UFO” 
• Night event --- moving shape-shifting cloud 
• Multiple witnesses in northeast China 
• Military jet interceptors reported multiple 

electromagnetic effects on instruments 
• No reports of any radar detection 
• Suggestive links with Soviet space activities 
• Witness descriptions parallel past reports  
• Range, other features difficult to reconcile 
• Initial Sources : Beyond Top Secret, Timothy 

Good, 1996, cited as Haines Case 49. 
• Further sources – Shi Bo and Dong/Stevens 

 
 http://www.nicap.org/820618china_dir.htm 



Outline 
• Region of sightings, illumination conditions 

• Sources of information 

• Aircraft encounter 

• Ground observers reports 

• Initial satellite launch hypothesis 

• Previous analogies 

• Objections to rocket hypothesis 

• New hypothesis – space battle 

• Discussion 

• Appendix 1 – Detailed observer reports 



Reports from Heilongjiang,  
Liaoning, and Inner Mongolia 

OVER WIDE AREA, CONSISTENTLY SEEN IN NORTHERN SKY 



Azimuth to ‘Midnight Sun’ 

 8 PM   -05.4°   312.0° 
 9 PM   -12.4°   324.0 ° 
10 PM  -17.5°   337.2° 
 

Sunset:   19:26 

Civil twilight ends:   20:05 

Nautical twilight 
ends: 

  20:56 

Astronomical 
twilight ends: 

  22:07 

9 PM  
10 PM  

MANZHOULI 
        * 

Sun’s position constrains nature and location of source of apparition  
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UFOS OVER MODERN CHINA 
1983, Paul Dong and Wendelle Stevens 
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Shi Bo: 
“Middle 
Kingdom 
troubled 
by UFOs” 
[L’Empire du 

Milieu troublé 
par les OVNIs] 

Shi Bo's account, translated into French, has a wealth of data.  Apparently, Shi Bo 
was shown a military file in Aug 1982.  Bo seems to quote multiple military 
eyewitness reports, include the main one with an exact-to-the-second 
chronology that slightly modifies the 2157 time we have seen. The actual EM 
effects started at 2204:50 and the UFO visual sighting was first made at 
2206:50.  Colleague is working on an English summary  



L’Empire du Milieu troublé par les OVNIs 

• Orion Axis Mundi (1 janvier 1990) 

• Shi Bo @ 11, rue Sarrette. F - 75014 Paris 
Tel (Fax) 01 42 79 96 48 
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NICAP -- 5 Chinese Pilots Encounter Object / EME 

 
 

• http://www.nicap.org/820618china_dir.htm 

21:57 GMT GMT 
Duration mins + 
aircraft not given 
CINA 
 

Military 
5 observers  
EMI 
No radar contact 

 

June 18, 1982 

Gong Heui area, Hebei, China 



Visual description of object 

• Oval nebulous glow in sky about size of full moon, 
a ‘mountain of mist’ whirling rapidly 

• Quickly became a beam of light similar to a car 
headlight directed vertically toward ground 

• After 30 seconds, beam of light vanished and was 
replaced by sphere with clear edges, climbing 
rapidly, increasing in size and brightness 

• Enlarged quickly, generated rings of light 
• Fire in the center of ring of light  
• After ten seconds, fire in center exploded and 

enlarged 
• Black spots seen on interior of object 



Description of EMI effects 

• Five jets on patrol – unclear if all, or only one, suffered 
electromagnetic interference [‘EMI’] effects. Text indicates 
other pilots described object but only one pilot described 
EMI effects. 

• Prior to sighting, aircraft electrical system malfunctioned 
and both communications and navigation systems failed 

• Instruments ‘returned to normal’ after descent,  but then 
radio ‘began to jam’ and comm became noisy, while radio 
compass gave anomalous direction 

• Report says pilot descended to 500 meters, then climbed to 
6,000 to 7,000 meters during incident – suspect ‘500’ is 
typo for ‘5,000’ 
 

• CASE INCLUDED IN NASA’S RICHARD HAINES’ SPECIAL 
STUDY OF EMI EFFECTS ASSOCIATED EITH UFO PROXIMITY 
 



A Preliminary Study of Sixty Four Pilot Sighting Reports  
Involving Alleged Electromagnetic Effects on Aircraft Systems 

 
• Richard F. Haines and Dominique F. Weinstein // May 15, 2001 
• This preliminary report presents the findings of a comprehensive review of over fifty 

years of pilot reports in which permanent or transient electromagnetic (EM) effects 
occurred on in-flight aircraft systems allegedly as a direct or indirect result of the 
relatively near presence of one or more unidentified aerial phenomena (UAP)…. 
These findings are potentially important and deserve further in-depth study and 
confirmation by obtaining additional high quality aviation reports 
 

• Case 49                  June 18, 1982             21:57 
• Gong Heui area, Hubei, China (44°20 N / 114°31 E) 

 
• These cases involve one or more on-board systems (navigation, guidance and control 

equipment, cockpit displays, circuit breakers, other electro-magnetically controlled 
systems) were influenced allegedly when one or more UAP were physically near the 
aircraft.  Clearly, it is both the physical proximity of the UAP as well as the transient 
nature of these E-M effects that make them so interesting. If it can be shown that 
there is a direct, range-related influence of UAP on cockpit (and other) on-board 
systems then the application of traditional laws of physics is appropriate. And, if 
these effects last only as long as the UAP is near the aircraft and return to normal 
function after the UAP departs, it suggests that they are caused directly by the UAP 
and are not random or unrelated energy interactions within the airborne system(s) 
 

• http://narcap.org/reports/emcarm.htm 





Haines -- Military jets in Gong Heui area, Hubei, China  21:57 GMT. 

• Five Chinese Air Force pilots were on patrol over north China’s military frontier. Jet fighter’s 
electrical systems malfunctioned; communications and navigation systems failed. Suddenly a pilot 
encountered a UFO of a milky yellowish-green luminous color, about the size of the full moon.  

• The object grew larger and picked up speed, at which point it looked "as big as a mountain of mist", 
then black spots were seen in the interior of the phenomenon. One pilot stated in his report : 
"When I first saw the object, it flew toward me at a high rate of speed as it whirled rapidly. While it 
was rotating it generated rings of light. In the center of the light ring was fire. In 10 seconds the 
center of the ring exploded, then the body of the object expanded rapidly."  

• The planes were forced to return to base because of equipment failures. The other 4 pilots also 
prepared reports. It is not known if gun-camera film was taken.  

• After 30 seconds, the beam of light disappeared completely and was replaced by a yellow sphere 
with clear edges. This sphere climbed rapidly and increased its size and brightness.  

• The instruments returned to normal when the pilot descended to 500 meters altitude. At 22:01, 
one of the pilots arrived to his first turn at Cong Huei. Then after he flew for 3 mn toward his second 
step his radio began to jam, loud noises in the receiver, as if rain clouds and thunderstorm were in 
front of him, and the voice of the control tower operator became less audible. The radio compass 
instead of giving the direction of the tracking station direction gave a direction 30° on his right.  

• He climbed to 6,000 then 7,000 meters, then he flew horizontally, but the unusual noises continued 
to be heard in the receivers and the radio compass was still indicating a wrong direction 30°  right.  

• The pilot saw a bright object above the horizon and very quickly this object became a beam of 
yellow light similar to a car headlight and was directed vertically toward the ground, in the same 
direction indicated by the radio compass.  



DONG/STEVENS 



21:57 
North 
China 

Military 
Frontier 

Ganhe 
Township 



Observation times by all witnesses 
• Beian [Heilongjiang]  10 pm local [“Jun 17”] 

• Ganhe [Xinganling mtns] 9:10 local 

• Military jets    21:57 ++ 

• Manzhouli   22:05 

• Bishui forest preserve  10:10 pm 

• Lilong    about 10 PM 

• Urgihan forest   10:07 pm 

• Changkong   10:53 PM 

• Kangping, Liaoning  10:15 PM 
Conversion of local time to GMT is far more complex than just looking up ‘world time 
zones’ on Wikipedia. Although currently Beijing is GMT + 8, the use of ‘Summer Time’ 
in northern provinces in the early 1980s is poorly documented, as is use of ‘Harbin 
Time’ [GMT + 8 ½] in the same period. This is crucial to identifying  candidate 
solutions. See discussion  http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/tz/2014-July/021100.html 

http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/tz/2014-July/021100.html
http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/tz/2014-July/021100.html
http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/tz/2014-July/021100.html


Ground Eyewitness Reports 

• Mainly from Dong/Stevens book [full text 
provided in appendix]  

• Caution needed in taking translations too 
literally. 

• Range and size omitted in summaries as 
notoriously unreliable 

• Colors also omitted due to low light level  

• As noted, conversion to GMT is problematic 



Eyewitness summaries - 1 

• Ganhe [Inner Mongolia] – Two huge luminous 
objects, the bigger in the shape of a radiating 
ball, stationary in the air. The other was smaller, 
brighter, ellipsoid in shape, with a revolving 
lustrous train of light, like “a red turnip with 
tilting tail”. It lasted 40 minutes, vanished, ten 
minutes later came back for another hour.   
 

• Dongcheng – A moon-like circular object in the 
northeast. It rose straight up, and in one minute 
shot out of sight. 



Eyewitness summaries -2  

• Manzhouli [on Soviet border] – Red light shot up 
like stream of crimson sparks, followed by two 
balls of light. A dazzling white star flew out from 
one, and discharged a fast swirling circle of light, 
which grew larger. The radiant star moved east, 
projecting a fan-like light in the direction of its 
movement. Duration five minutes.  

• Urgihan – A red light behind the mountain in the 
north. A luminous plate rose up and ejected a 
puff of radiant cloud. It whipped past us, gave off 
a revolving ball of smoke that remained an hour. 



Eyewitness summaries -3 

• Bishui – A beam of light shot up, turned into a 
spiral and coiled three or four times with a 
buzzing sound. A plate-like object emitted a 
trail of blue light and flew northeast and 
disappeared in seven minutes. Others said it 
lasted an hour.  

• Kangping [Liaoning province] – “Ring of light” 
north of city, bottom seemed to touch the 
Earth. It sailed west to east in three minutes.  



Eyewitness summaries - 4 

• Beian – In northwest a luminous sphere, sailing 
eastwards, slightly slower than a satellite. 
Encircled by some gas, a hazy periphery. Halted in 
northeast, then vanished leaving “a ring of gas” 
which dispersed in all directions. Duration seven 
to eight minutes. 

• [Note: Date given as June 17 but item states 
“similar reports came in from all across the 
region” which suggests this case, like the others, 
was June 18, but different date is a memory or 
transcription error. Illustration claims ‘June 14’] 



Ganhe [Inner Mongolia] 
like “a red turnip with 

tilting tail”. Is this a clue 
of a nearby launch? 

[above] Soyuz booster     
 ascent plume 

[left] Chinese turnip 

http://www.sgvegetables.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/
82050b5465722d00cf53705798f060cf/i/m/img_2923.jpg 
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14 June 1982, 22:00, 
Beian County, 

Heilongjian Province 
 

NARROWED TRAIL IS 
CLASSIC INDICATOR OF 
ROCKET JUST LEAVING 
LOWER ATMOSPHERE 

CAUTION: Degree 
of eyewitness input 
to artist concept is 
not documented. 



22:12   
Urgihan 
Forestry 
Center 

CAUTION: Degree 
of eyewitness input 
to artist concept is 
not documented. 



18 June 
22:10 
15 li 
from 

Bishui 
Forestry 
Center 



Similar previous perceptions 

• Eyewitness reports on Trident ICBM launch 
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/misperceiving
_missiles.pdf  

• Observations of Baykonur Soyuz launch 
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/Soyuz_launch
_4.pdf  

• Plesetsk launch observed from ISS 
http://www.jamesoberg.com/ISS_crew_spots_se
cond_russian_rocket_rev_c.pdf  

• In-space thrusting observed from ground 
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/KYSS-12.pdf    
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What do descriptions remind us of? 

• Numerous descriptors remind us of similar 
analogies with other known rocket launches and 
on-orbit propulsive events 

• Multiple references to gaseous hazy nature of 
objects and rapid circular expansion 

• Spiral shape and expanding ring are classic 
descriptors from generic rocket and missile 
launches and orbital thrusting/venting 

• Conflicting descriptions from different witnesses 
to [presumably] same event underscore high 
level of perceptual and mnemonic dispersion 



Typical booster scent profile 
[exaggerated vertical scale] 

Baykonur launch into 
51.6d orbit. Higher 
inclinations passed 

farther north in Siberia. 



Evening twilight visibility of space plume 

Sky dark, rocket’s 
plume backlit by sun 

As with observing artificial satellites, 
the target must be high enough to be 
sunlit while the observer is far enough 
into night for the sky to be dark 

Position  
of jets 

ROCKET PATH 
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End-of-burn apparitions 

• Third stage plume [triangle cloud] 

• Third stage separation thrusting [spiral cloud] 



  
If launch, what might  

have been seen? 
4 engines of stage-2, 3 

THIRD  
STAGE 

SECOND  
STAGE 
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Examples of engine plume 

• 1 

• 2 

• 3 
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“COMMA 
CLOUD” 
FEATURE 

All four similarly shaped and rotating clouds observed to form  
just 5 seconds after Soyuz launch vehicle third stage shutdown 
 
Shape is connected with separation thrusting from fuel venting.  

Soyuz-TMA-M (Baykonur, 2015)     [left, right]  ISS view & Novokuznetsk  
Soyuz-GLONASS (Plesetsk, 2013)   [left, right]   ISS view & Omsk view 

Rocketcam 
[Kourou, 2014] 



2014 June 15 Plesetsk Soyuz GROUND view 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfPXJliQCU0 

This shows a VERY 
complex sequence of 
plume dynamics. It 

overlaps much of the 
Gerst still sequence 
from aboard the ISS. 
When compared to 
the Kelly sequence 
on 2015 Dec 15 it 

provides even MORE 
insight into plume. 



Rocket Hypothesis  
• Rich literature of witness misperceptions of launches in previous 

decades leading to spectacular ‘UFO reports’ 
• Consistent pattern of inability of most UFO researchers to recognize 

and accept such prosaic explanations 
• Direction, motion,  and timing suggested a Baykonur launch 
• Specific rare illumination conditions [dark observation point, sun 

backlighting of object] met restrictive criteria of past observations 
• Reported shapes were reminiscent of known launch observations 
• Specific analogies [eg ‘turnip’ and ‘cucumber’] were seductively 

suggestive of actual previous launch images 
• Preliminary back-of-the-envelope trajectories suggested low but 

plausible pass across northern horizon 
• Uncertainty over where engine thrusting would be terminated led 

to convenient assumptions of duration 



Candidate rocket event 

• 1982-062     1982 Jun 18 1300  gmt           

• 1982-062A   Kosmos-1381     Zenit-6                    

• S13283   Soyuz-U               77049 -434      

• NIIP-5   LC31                    S   AK15/RAEX 

• 70.3 °    360 - 451 km    92.6 m 

 

• http://www.planet4589.org/space/log/launchlog.txt 

 

 



Trajectory passes within sight of major cities 
in Siberia, Kazakhstan, Mongolia, etc. 

-- WHEN PLUME IS SUNLIT AND GROUND DARK, HIGHLY VISIBLE --   
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China witness reference to seeing ‘headlights’ 
on UFO ‘rings a bell’ with other rocket descriptions 
[E.G., June 15, 2014 ‘Soyuz’ booster from Plesetsk] 

Website comments skeptical it was a rocket 

• “What kind of missile during flight illuminates 
their way?” 

• Da Ka [] – “I saw it …. spinning in clouds, shining 
like headlights.” 

• Nikolay Fokin – “Where have you seen even one 
missile radiate light in front of it, and revolve 
around its axis?” 

 
Forward-facing bright fan could be the booster 
separation thrusting after payload separation 

 
 

http://jamesoberg.com/ISS_crew_spots_second_russian_rocket_rev_c.pdf 



Pattern of repeat sightings 
• According to Shin Bo, “Since 1982 the phenomenon has repeated 

itself almost every year, always in summer, in the same region of 
the country. ” 

• The apparitions appear in the northwest and move eastwards and 
vanish 

• Possible association with Soviet missile/space activity would seem 
suggestive in some cases [not all such activity has been recorded] 

• Satellites launched from Baykonur with Manchuria post-sunset 
flyovers on  
– 1983 May 26 and August 10 
– 1984 May 28 and Jul 31 
– 1985 May 23 and Jul 19 
– 1986 May 29, Jun 06, Jul 17, Aug 06 
– 1987 Jul 08 
– 1988 May 18, May 19,  Jun 11, Jun 22, Aug 23 

• In the case of 1988, the apparition was reported on several 
consecutive evenings at precisely the same time [not clear if any 
witness saw it multiple times or if single reports were received 
giving different dates erroneously] 

 



Doubaoshan event 
Specific case, 1988: witness Tang Shui Gui, in Doubaoshan, reported that on August 23, 25, 
and 26, at the same time, in the northwest sky was seen a “shining gourd” inside luminous 
circles, which lasted about thirty minutes.  
' 
 



Doubaoshan 

SIBERIA [USSR] 

MANCHURIA 
[CHINA] 

http://www.123rf.com/photo_19786859_chinese-okra-
angled-loofah-ribbed-gourd-ribbed-loofah-luffa-
acutangula-fruit-with-10-sharp-angles-us.html 

TYPICAL SOYUZ BOOSTER 
ASCENT IMAGE FROM SOUTH 
 
ON RECORD:           LAUNCH of 

Kosmos-1984 from Baykonur 
[reccesat into 70° low orbit] 
1988 Aug 23 1115 gmt 
 
No activity on record for 
other dates 
 

LOCAL SUNSET 
1144 UT 
AZIMUTH 285deg 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj87Lrw9fDJAhXE4CYKHe62DcgQjRwIBw&url=http://home.bt.com/news/odd-news/residents-of-florida-spooked-by-ufo-flying-across-morning-sky-11364001848772&bvm=bv.110151844,d.eWE&psig=AFQjCNHcfs9JsFCWQmLB81bBnVMaACXb5Q&ust=1450923530713984


Brad Sparks objection  [2016 April 5] 
• “The killer problem with this theory is the fact that the 

approximately 2,500 to 5,000-mile distance would put the 
Soviet launch from Baikonur / Tyuratam Cosmodrome well 
below the earth's horizon.  The Kosmos 1381 spy sat was 
launched into a naturally very low earth orbit of about 123 x 
232 miles to get good pictures, a near-polar orbit of 70 degs 
inclination, so it didn't come down to Manchuria or the 
Kamchatka Peninsula but flew into the Arctic Circle before 
coming down to North America.  
 

• “Again, for the satellite to have been visible at those great 
distances it would have had to have been launched to a 
height of around 1,000 to 9,000 miles -- not 200 miles or so.” 

 
• http://www.nicap.org/reports/820618china_report.htm 

 



Sven Grahn confirms – too far north 
for Manchuria viewing 

“I set the horizon mask to 0 degrees and used the initial orbit of 
Cosmos 1381, which is rather low. Observation post initially 
Harbin. This is what I got: 



Discussion 
• Similarity of two witnesses’ vegetable analogies to existing 

images of launch plume had impressed me – overmuch. 
• Sparks’ numerical analysis may have been shaky but his 

overall conclusion was sound – this launch had an alibi 
• Track too far north prompted me to wonder if reported 

inclination was a press release typo [it wasn’t], with my 
plaintive wish expressed the inclination had really been 65 
instead of 70, but was misdocumented.  Vain hope. 
 

• NECESSARY RESPONSE -- RESTART THE INQUIRY 
WITH SEARCH FOR OTHER CANDIDATES, POSSIBLY 
FROM OTHER LAUNCH SITES 

• Resource: Soviet ICBM launch list [in Russian]             
http://kik-sssr.ru/Hronology_ONIS_43.htm 

• AND world space launch catalog 
https://sites.google.com/site/anik1982space/  

http://kik-sssr.ru/Hronology_ONIS_43.htm
http://kik-sssr.ru/Hronology_ONIS_43.htm
http://kik-sssr.ru/Hronology_ONIS_43.htm
http://kik-sssr.ru/Hronology_ONIS_43.htm
http://kik-sssr.ru/Hronology_ONIS_43.htm
https://sites.google.com/site/anik1982space/
https://sites.google.com/site/anik1982space/


REVIEW OTHER  
SPACE/MISSILE  
LAUNCH SITES 

http://fas.org:8080/nuke/guide/russia/facility/icbm/icbm_1.gif 

Observing 
region 



Search and contact queries for “other 1982 ICBM 
launches” led to key discovery – the date was the 

same as a massive Soviet missile/space “war game”  

• “Pravda …. describes the USSR’s seven-hour exercise on June 18, 1982 
as involving the launches of two ground-based UR-100 ICBMs and one 
RSM-50 (SS-18) SLBM from a nuclear submarine. The UR-100s are 
said to have been intercepted by two A-350R ABMs, and RSM-50 hit 
the target in Kura ground in the missile range in the Kamchatka 
peninsula. An 15ZH45 IRBM (SS-20) is also to have launched from 
Kapustin Yar ground in southern Russia. 

• Pravda notes that the 1982 exercise included three satellites launched 
within the space of two hours: an IS-P (Kosmos-1379) intercepting 
satellite, a Zenit-6 (Kosmos-1381) spy satellite from Baikonur Space 
Center in Kazakhstan, and a Parus navigating satellite from Plesetsk 
Space Center in the North of Russia. During that exercise, the 
Kosmos-1379 satellite is said to have successfully intercepted a Lira 
target simulating a U.S. Transit satellite, the predecessor to the GPS 
which was then used by the Navy to track enemy missiles. 

http://missilethreat.com/russia-begins-nuclear-war-exercise-rivals-1982-
seven-hour-nuclear-war/ 



June 18, 1982 Launch Blitz 

• None of the ICBM or other missile launches 
met the clock time and local visibility for the 
Manchuria witnesses 

• Kosmos-1381 had been the ‘teaser’ but orbital 
analysis showed it didn’t qualify. 

• Kosmos-1380 from Plesetsk was too early and 
on an ascent track nowhere near Manchria 

• Kosmos-1379 had been launched three hours 
before the sightings [but WAS into a 65d orbit] 



A modern Russian website provided fascinating 
additional details of the ASAT test 

• http://survinat.com/2012/08/seven-hours-of-nuclear-war/ 

• In 11:00 4 minutes with the 90th site cosmodrome 
"Baikonur" launched rocket "Cyclone-2" (11K69), which 
led to low Earth orbit satellite-interceptor "Kosmos-1379" 
(EC-II 'Uranus'). At the 2nd circuit, he tried to seize the 
objective, which played the role of the target satellite 
"Kosmos-1378" (EC-M 'Lear') [JEO: Sic! Was 1375], to 
simulate an American navigation satellite type "Transit". 
Interception was unsuccessful — "Kosmos-1379" failed to 
approach the target at the right distance and it was 
blown up, without causing damage to the "enemy." 
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http://www.svengrahn.pp.se/histind/Vostok2/vostok2Aug6.gif 

Compare 1982 to 
Vostok-2’s [1961]  
early orbits [65°] 

END OF 
SECOND 
ORBIT 

[MAP INSET] 
MANCHURIA 

VERY SIMILAR PATH 
TO KOSMOS-1379 
ANTI-SATELLITE TEST 
MISSION AS PART OF 
MASSIVE SOVIET 
“SEVEN-HOURS-
SPACE-WAR” EVENT 
[June 18, 1982] 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj7tp3iuJjMAhXIOCYKHTQ5BVYQjRwIBw&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manchuria&psig=AFQjCNG6lV74WzbHEzaAER2vapxQhjyjIQ&ust=1461077696922501


“Killer Satellite” 
Mission 

Description TBS 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi3xs2XvZjMAhXK5iYKHfKOCggQjRwIBw&url=http://warnewsupdates.blogspot.com/2014/11/is-object-2014-28e-russian-satellite.html&bvm=bv.119745492,d.eWE&psig=AFQjCNGnlsyPpaFMG7gaGL09AIRdTK2YSQ&ust=1461078890084090


Grahn: Track of 1379 high in sky over 
Manchuria and still sunlit 



Reconciling time reports 

• 1446 gmt. High in eastern sky, going into 
shadow 

 

• “10 PM local” ==  most reports +/- 

• Beijing time = gmt + 8 

• Manchuria MAY have been gmt + 8 ½  

• Summer Time use undetermined 



Significance of this set of cases 

• Multiple independent witness reports can be compared 
to assess the degree of variability and descriptive 
deviation from a presumably identical visual stimulus 

• Reports of Electromagnetic Interference [EMI] can be 
assessed for level of coincidences of unrelated 
phenomena into a spurious cause-and-effect conclusion 

• If a plausible prosaic stimulus can be developed, analysis 
of the degree of ‘narrative drift’ [enhancement and 
garble] required to account for development of each 
story may aid in development of techniques for 
assessments of OTHER reports of similar visual features 
visa-vis potential explanations   



MIGHT become another chapter in the long book of 
Soviet/Russian missile/space activity fueling UFO reporting 

• Petrozavodsk jellyfish UFO [Kosmos-955] 

• 1984 ‘Minsk Airliner’ [“exactly 4:10 AM”] 

• 1967-8  “Crescent UFO” wave [Zigel’s folly] - FOBS 

• 2009 Norwegian ‘Spiral UFO’ – ‘Bulava’ SLBM 

• Recent Kapustin Yar to Sary Shagan ICBM 
defense-evading warhead testing 

• 1970’s Chile-Argentina UFO wave [fuel dumps 
from Molniya launches] 

• 1996 Yukon ‘giant mother ship’ [actually fireball 
swarm from Kosmos reentry] 



CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Previous unrecognized coincidence of Chinese reports with exact period of 

most massive Soviet-era missile/space war game ever remains a powerful 
argument for some sort of cause-and-effect 

• Association of June 18 ‘UFO reports’ with orbital interception test of Kosmos-1379 
remains suggestive but unproven 

• Uncertainty of translation of ‘local time’ into GMT world standard makes confirmation 
[or refutation] problematic, and assistance from Chinese experts sorely needed here 

• Issue of potential observations of OTHER Soviet “killer satellite” tests may be fertile 
ground for further research 

• Premature enthusiasm for the Kosmos-1381 explanation is another warning to 
investigators [and to myself] of the danger of cherry-picking pieces of reports based 
on the desired direction of the conclusion. 

• Pattern of eyewitness reports of missile/space events being classified as ‘UFOs’ gives 
excellent explanation of why US intelligence agencies SHOULD be very interested in 
such reports even if UFOs themselves are NOT “real” 

• Closer study of this pattern could benefit serious ‘UFO studies’ by providing 
calibration of actual eyewitness perceptions/descriptions of bizarre visual stimuli 
when actual stimuli are known.  

• MOST OF ALL -- I am blessed in my friends and colleagues, in their trust of me, and 
in their willingness to share expertise, insights, advice, and candid criticism 



APPENDIX 1 







June 18, 22:05, 
Great Xinganling 

prefecture, 
Heilongjiang 

province 



June 18, 
22:10, Bishui 

Forestry 
Center, 

Heilongjiang 
[Zhangling] 



Lilong 
and 

Urghihan 



Changkong 



Wrong date by 1? 


